GOLF SUB CLUB

News

1 July 2018

Gordon Golf Club

ROUND 12

The weather was cool as 24 players waited to hit off, the sun came out and it was a beautiful day but big thunderstorm hit us all in
the club house during the Presentation.
Welcome back to Janet Rowlands after missing a few games and going home with the B Grade Drive and 2nd and Longest Drive
for a couple of Bridgestone’s
We all had to decide which order your tee group was hitting off, as we were playing “Golden Ball Teams” Event as well as the
Individual Stableford, We all looked after the golden or yellow ball, with a few of the groups keeping their ball in play for all the 18
holes, even if it had to be retrieved from water, until some finished with their ball at the 16th hole creek crossing when “Going For
It” and coming to grief. My group were relieved to find our golden pill after it seemed to be going over the out of bounds fence,
while others it was the end of their challenge.
The Golden Ball results were 1st Group #6, being George Liu, John Kottaridis, Mal Tyler and Kathy Ferguson working together to
amass 34 stableford points, and winning a bottle of Red or White each for their efforts, 2nd was Group #1 of Lesley Ricketts, Sifa
Nacagelivu, Roger Harriman and Greg Parsell, 30 pts after losing their ball on the 16th,3rd Group #5, 26pts Bill Fonseca, Janet
Rowlands, Peter Deady and Troy Wilks also losing the goldie on the 16th, 4th Group #3, 24 pts Craig Tomison, Gary Pleasance,
Joanne Kinkead and Robert Rubbo and actually finishing with their goldie, 5th Group #4 , 22 points Laurie McMartin, Glenn
Watson, John Roach and Ron Williamson finishing with goldie but having 5 wipes along the way,sometimes thinking it was an
albatross having around our neck, 6th Group #2 ,16 points being Wendy Donelan, Jimmy Yip, Joe Oriti and David Truran were
going along nicely until dispatching their goldie on the 9th. Most players said they enjoyed playing “Golden Ball” with some not
playing this format of a team’s event before. We will have to get the recorder to put down the stableford score of each golden ball
hole to speed up the Presentation of the results
The Stableford winners were 1st Lesley Ricketts 40points, 2nd Joe Oriti 363pts, 3rd Peter Deady 35pts, 4th Bill Fonseca 34pts, 5th
Wendy Donelan 33pts, then all the way down to have 2 on 23pts. It was a great effort from Lesley Ricketts with no wipes and 8 -3
points, with 20 pts out and coming home in 20pts to be consistent with her game today
We asked who may require transport in the mini bus to Russell Vale G.C. on 5th August, so we know what size bus would be
required. A few of us are going down there next week to finalise with the club if we will be having a BBQ or travel to the
Wollongong Builders Club for lunch, when we enjoy the Social side of the golf club, as well as play the Par 3 Championship
Good Golfing next round at Liverpool G.C. Hollywood Drive, Landsvale off Hume Highway
Proshop 9727 2422 , Par 72 4309 metres $35game Booking 28 & 4 carts @$39 7.47am
Round 1 Club & Handicap Championships & count Putts for Putting Championship
The "nearest the pins" Weather–Cold in morning then sunny
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